
Curriculum Overview Spring Term 2 2022 
Form EM (Mixed age Pre-Formal) – Spring/Growth (Number/Big and Small) 

Learning Areas Content  Teacher 
Topic/Sensory Story 

 
Jack and the 

Beanstalk 
 

Most of our topic activities are centred around the Half-Termly sensory story. This is 
repetitive over a number of weeks so the children can build up recognition and 
anticipation. The story is delivered, together with lots of appropriate multi-sensory 
experiences. We are currently enjoying the story of ‘Jack and the Beanstalk’, exploring 
lots of character puppets, beans, and interesting sounds! We have already planted our 
Bonsai trees and will be doing lots of other exciting, relayed activities. Some of the 
older children continue to enjoy their weekly reading programmes in the Library. As the 
weather begins to brighten up, we may be able to take our stories outside! 

Emma McKenzie 

Individual programmes 
 

Each child has an individual Morning Routine, and sufficient time to work on their 
personalised targets in Class. They may enjoy story massages, intensive interaction, 
using ICT equipment (switch adapters) and so on. Some children complete a Hygiene 
Routine, involving teeth brushing, hair brushing, wiping face and washing hands, together 
with the relevant songs. All children have unique methods of communication to practise 
and different ways of learning. 

Emma McKenzie 

Rebound Therapy/ 
P. E (Mon AM) 

 

The Class has Rebound Therapy every Monday morning, following the Winstrada 
programme. All children will be working on specific targets and using a variety of 
equipment on the trampoline to get into positions; therapy balls, beanbags and 
parachutes, for example. Some children like bouncing to different Music and sounds and 
it is tailored completely around each of them. Children not on the trampoline enjoy the 
soft-play area and have access to resistance bands, wobble cushions, vibro mats etc, 
with lots of work on body awareness. In PE, children go into the Hall to enjoy lots of 
special equipment and group games, such as Bowling, Archery and Golf!  

Emma McKenzie/ 
Mr Hydon 

Sensory Art  
 

All children engage in our Art sessions in a way that is most meaningful to them. We 
focus on the engagement, process of learning and not necessarily a finished piece of 
work. So far, we have enjoyed making Daffodils, lots of leaf and flower prints on paper 
and clay, and will be doing lots of other sensory work around planting. The sessions are 
always approached in a multi-sensory way and we love to make our own paint/scented 
play dough with things we can feel, smell and taste.  

Emma McKenzie 
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Music 
 

Miss Harris does an amazing, interactive and multi-sensory Music lesson each Wednesday 
morning. We get to explore lots of instruments and listen and dance to different music 
genres. The songs are repeated, once again to build anticipation, and teachers work 
together to include elements of our current topic; Number songs and incorporating key 
language, such as big/small/loud/quiet/fast/slow.  

Miss Harris 

Swimming (Thurs AM) 
 

Swimming is a definite favourite, and we get to do this weekly on a Thursday morning. 
Children use a variety of water aids and have appropriate adult support in the water. 
The pool is a good depth for the children and nice temperature. We encourage lots of 
splashing and movement through the water.  

Emma McKenzie 
(Colman School 

Swimming instructor) 

Cooking 
 

These weekly lessons also mirror the Topic as closely as possible and naturally 
encourage lots of exploration skills. So far this Term we have made flower biscuits, 
pancakes, and will be celebrating St Patrick’s Day and Easter! Children are encouraged 
to be as independent as possible; washing their hands, using equipment and having a go 
at the washing up in our new Life skills room! 

Emma McKenzie 

Friday Form Time 
 

Each Friday morning, we enjoy our Form time all together in the Classroom. We 
alternate between a variety of activities, designed to work on our social skills. We 
follow a ‘Learning through Play’ programme, with different focusses; currently we are 
working on ‘Turn-Taking’ games. We also may enjoy Attention Autism activities on a 
Friday, designed to hold or build attention. We do lots of activities that focus on our 
wellbeing during this time, including free-play, time with Fudge the therapy dog and 
walks over to Eaton Park. 

Emma McKenzie 

	
 
Trips: Wroxham Barns/Notcutts Garden Centre?  
 
Next Topic: Cultures/Countries - Tribes and Traditions 


